
Lab 17: Image Operations #2

This lab is worth 3% of the CS7029 module

You must submit your solution on mymodule.tcd.ie by 23:59 
Monday 13th March  (you should submit even if incomplete)

Late submissions will incur a penalty (mark capped at 40%)



Goals of this Lab

 In this lab we will look at

 Some image operations using the filter function in processing

 Operations that combine multiple images 

 Using the above to create some advanced effect. Either one of the 
following:

OPTION A: Dynamically transition between two images

OPTION B: Enhance a static image by edge detection



HELPER NOTES

Please Note

 From this lab on, we won’t give you direct instructions for each step of the 
solution. Instead you are expected to …

 Read the notes and documentation 

 Figure out the answer based on some high-level instructions

 The intention is to get you to eventually understand the code and tools 
well enough to be able to plan and create novel effects from scratch

 Optional HELPER NOTES are provided in grey slides (such as this) but you 
should try solving the problem without them if you can

 If you do get stuck, do not hesitate to ask for help in the lab or by email.



STEP 1: Built in Image Filters 
 Load an image (we’ll call it img1 here) and apply some of the following 

operations one after another

 Blur an image

 Threshold an image to black and white

 Erode an Image

 Dilate an Image

 Greyscale then Posterize an Image

 you should try them all but in your submission you just need to show that 
you can do at least two filter operations one after another on the same 
image



HELPER NOTES

REMINDER: Basic set up

 Start a new sketch with at least a 
setup and draw function

 Find an image file, save it to your 
sketch folder

 Load the image

 If you don’t already know how to 
do this, read the documentation on 
loadImage [ URL ] OR see previous 
labs

PImage im;

void setup()

{

im=loadImage("download.jpg");

size(800, 800);

}

void draw()

{

image(im, 0, 0);

}

https://processing.org/reference/loadImage_.html


HELPER NOTES

 Read the documentation on the filter function in Processing

 https://processing.org/reference/filter_.html

 Note: you can EITHER…

 draw the image to the viewport and filter the viewport image

image (img1, 0, 0);

filter (BLUR, 2);

 OR filter the image itself and then draw it

img1.filter(BLUR, 2);

image (img1, 0, 0);

The first technique is simpler but the second is useful if you want to do 
further operations on the image.

 Your task is to apply more than one filter to the same image.



HELPER NOTES

filter()
 The filter function provides 

an easy way to apply filters 
to the image

 The filter can be applied to 
what’s drawn on screen

 Draw img to screen 

 Then Blur the screen

 OR it can be applied to an 
image

 Blur the image stored in 
img

 Then draw img

PImage img; 
img = loadImage("apples.jpg"); 

image(img, 0, 0); 
filter(BLUR, 6); 

Blur parameter

(controls how much 
you want to blur)

PImage img; 
img = loadImage("apples.jpg"); 

img.filter(BLUR, 6); 
image(img, 0, 0); 

Alternative (more convenient if we have multiple images)



HELPER NOTES

filter(GRAY); filter(INVERT); 

filter(POSTERIZE, 4); 

filter(ERODE); 

filter(DILATE);

Increases the dark areas of an image

Increases the light areas of an image

Turns and image gray

Reduces number of colours to a certain amount, the 
second parameter specifies how many colours are used

filter(THRESHOLD); 

Turns and image black and white.

If a second parameter is provided it is a threshold value 
which should be between 0 and 1 (effectively controls 

the brightness)

filter(THRESHOLD, 0.5); 

OR



STEP 2: Image Arithmetic

 Load a second image (lets call it img2) and Attempt one of the following:

 OPTION B: find the difference between img1 and img2 by subtracting one 
from the other

 OPTIONAL: Find the difference between the following two images

 https://www.scss.tcd.ie/John.Dingliana/cs7029/Proc/disney1.png

 https://www.scss.tcd.ie/John.Dingliana/cs7029/Proc/disney2.png

https://www.scss.tcd.ie/John.Dingliana/cs7029/Proc/disney1.png
https://www.scss.tcd.ie/John.Dingliana/cs7029/Proc/disney2.png


HELPER NOTES

 You can either use the blend function provided in processing or use two 
nested for loops as in previous labs to do this on a pixel-by-pixel basis 

 Using blend will require less lines of code, but you may be able to 
understand better exactly what’s going on if you do it on a pixel-by-pixel 
basis (see next slide)

 Using blend() : 

 Read the function description: 
https://processing.org/reference/blend_.html

 Blend can be applied to the image drawn on the screen or directly to an 
image stored in memory e.g. 

name of destination image 
(blended image will replace 

what is stored in img2)

name of source image 

img2.blend (img1, 0, 0, img1.width, img1.height,   0, 0, img2.width, im2.height, DIFFERENCE);

Top left corner, width and 
height of a rectangle in source

image that will be blended Top left corner, width and 
height of a rectangle in 

destination image that will be 
blended

Blend mode (here we want to 
subtract one image from the 
other so we use difference)

https://processing.org/reference/blend_.html


HELPER NOTES

 The blend() function in 
processing allows you to do 
arithmetic (amongst other 
things)

 Arithmetic between an image 
and the frame-buffer:

blend()

e.g. blend( image, 0, 0, 100, 100,  

0, 0, 100, 100, DIFFERENCE)

Name 
of a 

PImage

Top left corner x, 
y, width, height of 
rectangle on image

Top left corner x, 
y, width, height of 
rectangle in frame 

buffer image

blend mode



HELPER NOTES

REMINDER: Iterating over all the pixels using two for loops:
NOTE: THIS IS AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE PREVIOUS SLIDE. YOU DON’T HAVE TO DO THIS IF YOU USE BLEND

 You need two nested* for loops to 
iterate across the image

 Basically this says go across every 
column of pixels one by one, and for 
each of these go across each row

Here, the current column is stored 
as x and  the current row is stored 
as y

(you can rename these to anything 
you want )

PImage img1, img2;

void setup()

{

size(800, 800);

img1=loadImage("download1.jpg");

img2=loadImage("download2.jpg");

img2.resize(

}

void draw()

{

color c1, c2, cc;

for(int x=0; x<img1.width; x=x+1)

for(int y=0; y<img1.height; y=y+1)

{

c1 = img1.get(x, y);

c2 = img2.get(x, y);

cc =  color (red(c1) – red(c2),

green(c1) – green(c2),

blue (c1) – blue (c2) );

set (x, y, cc);

}

}
*: a nested loop is essential a loop within a loop



STEP 3: Edge detection
 Use a combination of filters to create 

an edge detection filter (this should 
resemble a line drawing).

 Suggested steps:

A. load the same image twice, storing 
it in img1 and img2

B. Apply a blur to img1

C. Subtract img1 from img2, store it 
in img2

D. Invert img2

E. Threshold img2

F. Draw img2

-



Further Improvements
 You will need to adjust the filter parameters for the 

BLUR and THRESHOLD filters in order to get the best 
effect 

 The best values are dependent on each individual 
images

 But I suggest a BLUR value less than 2

 e.g. img2.filter(BLUR, 1.8)

 And a high THRESHOLD value 

 e.g. img2.filter(THRESHOLD, 0.99)

 OPTIONAL: if all works, see if you can combine (add) 
the edge image with a “POSTERIZED” version of img1

 This should give it roughly a cartoon drawing look



Submission

 Submit you sketch and any required images

 In addition submit a screenshot of the finished edge-detection image


